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ABSTRACT: We observe and systematically tune an
intense mid-infrared absorption mode that results from
phosphorus doping in silicon nanowires synthesized via
the vapor−liquid−solid technique. The angle- and shape-
dependence of this spectral feature, as determined via in-
situ transmission infrared spectroscopy, supports its
assignment as a longitudinal localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR). Modulation of resonant frequency
(740−1620 cm−1) is accomplished by varying nanowire
length (135−1160 nm). The observed frequency shift is
consistent with Mie−Gans theory, which indicates electri-
cally active dopant concentrations between 1019 and 1020

cm−3. Our findings suggest new opportunities to confine
light in this ubiquitous semiconductor and engineer the
optical properties of nontraditional plasmonic materials.

Surface plasmonscollective charge oscillations at the
interface between conductors and dielectricsoffer myriad

new avenues to control the interaction of electromagnetic
radiation with solid-state materials.1 The noble metals,
primarily Ag and Au, are frequently selected for this purpose
because of their bulk plasma in the visible regime, ease of
nanostructure synthesis, and stability under ambient conditions.
Although control of nanoscale geometry provides a powerful
means to modulate optical response, integration of metals into
active devices2 is complicated by fixed carrier concentrations
and inadequate interface control.3

Semiconductors have emerged as an alternative, potentially
more flexible class of plasmonic materials. Importantly, the
carrier density of semiconductors, and thus surface plasmon
frequency, can be modulated via chemical doping and/or
electrostatic gating. This capability is a significant departure
from the fixed carrier densities of metals and greatly expands
the accessible design space.2b,3b,4 The integration of plasmonic
and excitonic function into a single active device may also lead
to fundamentally new phenomena.3a,c Visible and near-infrared
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) have been
recently achieved in colloidal dispersions of heavily doped
nanoscale semiconductors, including Cu2S, Cu2Se, ITO, and
ZnO nanocrystals, as well as WO3 nanorods.

3c,5

Silicon’s ubiquity in modern semiconductor device fabrica-
tion makes it an ideal system in which to manipulate surface
plasmons. Its extensive knowledge base, including well-
established methodologies for pattern formation, dopant
delivery, interfacial control, and device integration, offers key
advantages relative to other semiconductor systems.2a,3b The

mid-infrared optical properties of heavily doped Si were
originally reported over 50 years ago,6 and recent studies
further refine these results, showing that surface plasmon
polaritons can be engineered in this system.7 Subwavelength
confinement of terahertz waves is also possible via excitation of
LSPRs in Si microstructures;8 however, the long wavelength of
these modes limits their immediate utility.
Here, we identify mid-IR-tunable absorption modes resulting

from phosphorus-doped Si nanowires synthesized via the
vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) technique and assign these spectral
features to longitudinal LSPRs. The optical response observed
here, which requires large carrier densities, is distinct from that
of nominally undoped Si nanowires in the visible regime.9 VLS
growth provides a straightforward way to achieve the necessary
doping concentrations and simultaneously dictate nanowire
geometry.10 Our in situ absorption measurements offer direct
access to nanowire LSPR frequency and bandwidth without the
need for intermediate models or analyses. The clear observation
of angle- and shape-dependent absorption features, which are
strongly indicative of LSPRs, underscores the importance of
controlling nanowire diameter, length, areal density, and
epitaxial alignment. In addition, the in situ experiments
performed here circumvent changes to LSPR frequency that
would result from surface oxidation upon exposure to ambient.
Details of our in situ IR spectroscopy setup (Figure S1),

nanowire growth protocols, and spectral acquisition procedures
are provided in the Supporting Information. Briefly, a double-
side polished Si(111) substrate is cleaned by high-temperature
annealing in situ. A thin Au catalyst film is deposited via thermal
evaporation upon cooling to room temperature. VLS growth
proceeds via a two-step process that includes an initial
incubation step followed by nanowire elongation. Si2H6 delivers
Si atoms to the growing nanowire, and doping, when desired, is
accomplished with PCl3. Angle-dependent in situ absorption
measurements are subsequently collected at room temperature
in a transmission geometry for undoped and phosphorus-doped
Si nanowires of different lengths.
Figure 1 displays scanning electron microscopy images of Si

nanowire arrays grown on a Si(111) substrate with and without
PCl3 during the elongation step. The nanowires synthesized
both with and without PCl3 are epitaxially oriented and exhibit
similar diameters and areal densities, as shown in Table 1
(Figure S2). Transmission electron microscopy reveals that all
nanowires, doped or not, are single crystalline and ⟨111⟩
oriented (Figure S3). Nanowires exposed to PCl3 during the
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elongation step exhibit a significantly accelerated etch rate in
buffered hydrofluoric acid (Figure S4), which confirms the
presence of phosphorus atoms.11

Despite the structural similarities between undoped and
phosphorus-doped Si nanowire arrays, we observe a dramatic
difference in their mid-IR optical response. Figure 2 compares

the absorption spectra for the two situations as a function of
angle of incidence, θ. While the undoped nanowires exhibit
nearly featureless spectra between 700 and 5000 cm−1, an
intense absorption peak centered at 1100 cm−1 appears for the
phosphorus-doped nanowires. This angle-dependent mode is
strongest at θ = 58° and decreases monotonically as θ
approaches 0°. The peak maximum (ωmax) and full width at
half-maximum (ω fwhm) are largely invariant with angle of
incidence (Figure S5). This absorption feature is not limited to
nanowires with the dimensions shown in Figure 1. For example,
phosphorus-doped nanowires with a length of 135 nm and the
same diameter also display an intense and angle-dependent
absorption band with a maximum at 1617 cm−1 (Figures S6 and
S7). The observed peaks are moderately stable, shifting less
than 100 cm−1 upon sample annealing to 650 °C or exposure to
ambient laboratory air for 2 months.
The above results coupled with the following considerations

indicate that the observed absorption bands result from the
presence of phosphorus atoms in the Si nanowires themselves.

Foremost, the clear difference between undoped and doped
nanowires allows us to discount Mie resonances as the source
of these modes.9a The Au catalyst at the tip of each nanowire
can also be excluded via the same reasoning. Furthermore,
similar modes are not seen following the exposure of Si2H6 and
PCl3 to a clean Si(111) substrate at relevant temperatures and
pressures in the absence of a Au catalyst (Figure S8). Thus,
conformal deposition of Si and phosphorus on the substrate or
phosphorus diffusion into the substrate is not responsible for
the absorption features in question. Spectral contributions from
the substrate and/or nanowire phonon modes can also be
excluded, as they are strongest at lower energies (500−1000
cm−1) and are more narrow than the broad, intense peak
observed here.12

We assign this prominent absorption band to a longitudinal
LSPR that arises from heavy phosphorus-doping in the Si
nanowires. The plot of phosphorus-doped nanowire integrated
peak intensity at each angle of incidence, θ, with respect to the
minimum peak intensity (i.e., θ = 0°) in the inset of Figure 2
indicates that the dipole is oriented along the nanowire axis
(i.e., perpendicular to the substrate), as would be expected for
longitudinal LSPRs. The same 1 − cos2 θ functional depend-
ence is a common feature of LSPRs supported in metallic
nanorods.13 We note that free carrier absorption, which is a
well-known behavior of heavily doped semiconductors and
manifests as a continuously sloping baseline with a λ2

dependence in the mid-IR,6a looks quite different from the
clearly peaked feature seen here. As opposed to the current
situation (Figure 2), free carrier absorption is not a strong
function of substrate angle.
A systematic examination of absorption peak position as a

function of phosphorus-doped nanowire length also supports
the longitudinal LSPR assignment. Figure 3a shows representa-
tive phosphorus-doped Si nanowires with lengths ranging from
135 to 1160 nm. Nanowire diameters and array areal densities
are largely constant since the same incubation step is used for
all lengths (Figures S9 and S10). As displayed in the normalized
spectra of Figure 3b and expected due to shape-dependent
depolarization,14 the LSPR mode red-shifts from 1632 to 741
cm−1 as the nanowires increase in length from 135 to 1160 nm.
The fwhm values fluctuate between 770 and 1080 cm−1 (Table
S1). Analysis of the spectra prior to normalization reveals that
peak intensity is linearly proportional to nanowire length
(Figure S11) as a result of the increasing polarizability
volume.14 We initially assign the weak mode near 2620 cm−1,
which becomes increasingly visible for longer nanowires, to the
transverse LSPR (Figure S12).
Figure 3c plots the longitudinal LSPR absorption frequency

as a function of nanowire length and compares these values
against those determined from basic scattering theory.1 The
theoretical curves, determined via Mie−Gans theory assuming a
Drude model for the free carriers and the physical properties of
bulk Si (Supporting Information), predict the LSPR frequency
for a range of doping concentrations. A comparison of
experiment and theory reveals that our nanowires exhibit free
carrier densities on the order of 1019−1020 cm−3. In addition, it
appears that the phosphorus dopant concentration varies as a
function of nanowire length. We attribute this behavior to
unwanted radial deposition (Figure 3a), especially for longer
nanowires (L > 400 nm), which modifies LSPR frequency by
enhancing the dopant density near the surface and/or
modifying the nanowire geometry. Both effects are frequently
observed for VLS-grown semiconductor nanowires,10d and

Figure 1. Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) undoped and (b)
phosphorus-doped Si nanowire arrays. Scale bars, 400 nm.

Table 1. Dimensions and Array Areal Densities of Undoped
and Phosphorus-Doped Si Nanowires

nanowire length (nm) diameter (nm) density (nanowires-μm−2)

undoped 315 (±20) 70 (±10) 2.3 (±0.3)
doped 315 (±6) 64 (±10) 2.1 (±0.2)

Figure 2. Absorption spectra for Si nanowires (L = 315 nm) as a
function of angle of incidence, θ. Undoped and phosphorus-doped
nanowires are shown in blue and red, respectively. Inset: Integrated
peak intensity at each θ with respect to the minimum peak intensity
(i.e., at θ = 0°) for the phosphorus-doped nanowires plotted with the
function 1 − cos2 θ for comparison.
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efforts are currently underway in our laboratory to improve
doping uniformity and control sidewall taper. It is also
important to note that Mie−Gans theory assumes uniform
carrier density and symmetric structures, which limits its ability
to robustly predict LSPR frequency for either of these
situations. However, the estimated doping concentration of
the shorter nanowires (L < 400 nm), where radial deposition is
minimized (Figure 3a), is worthy of further discussion. Figure
3c indicates that these nanowires exhibit free carrier densities
between 2 × 1019 and 4 × 1019 cm−3. Assuming that all
phosphorus atoms are electrically active, these dopant densities
are comparable with those previously reported for doped Si and
Ge nanowires10d and near the solid solubility of P in bulk Si at
500−550 °C (1.7 × 1019−3.8 × 1019 cm−3).15

The quality factor, Q, defined as the resonant frequency
divided by the bandwidth, is an important indicator of loss.16

We find a maximum Q = 1.5 for Si nanowires with L < 400 nm
(Table S1). This value compares favorably with prior reports of
mid-IR longitudinal LSPRs in micrometer-long Au nanorods.17

We attribute some of the difference between the quality factors
reported here for Si (Q = 1.2−1.5) and those of mid-IR
resonant Au nanorods (Q = 2−3) to inhomogenous broad-
ening in our ensemble measurements as a result of the inherent
diameter distribution as well as the small but non-negligible
coupling (vide inf ra) in our Si nanowire arrays. While we expect
that a narrower distribution of nanowire diameters and

spacings, achieved via lithographically defined catalyst arrays,
will further improve the quality factor, additional work is
required to more fully elucidate the connection between Si
nanowire structure (morphology, sidewall faceting, dopant
profile, etc.), growth chemistry, and LSPR damping.
It is well known that modulation of metallic nanoparticle

optical response is possible via near-field dipolar and far-field
radiative coupling.18 Thus, it is important to preliminarily assess
the extent of interaction between neighboring Si nanowires in
the arrays studied here. Our results display a 300 cm−1 blue-
shift of the longitudinal LSPR as the nanowire density increases
from 2.1 to 11.1 nanowires-μm−2 (Figure S13). On the other
hand, a reduction of nanowire density (i.e., <2.1 nanowires-
μm−2) generates a much smaller red-shift. These data confirm
that the spectra shown in Figures 2 and 3 result largely from
isolated LSPRs. The ability to control nanowire spacing via
pregrowth catalyst patterning is a benefit of the bottom-up VLS
technique and enables the direct manipulation of plasmon
coupling in this system.
While the mid-IR Si nanowire LSPRs reported here (from

700 to 1600 cm−1) are well suited for use in ultrasensitive
chemical and biological detection,19 more broadly tunable
resonant frequencies would generate additional possibilities for
manipulating optoelectronic and photonic function. For
example, near-IR excitation may improve capture of long-
wavelength photons in photovoltaic devices via two- or more-
photon absorption processes.20 Increasing the doping concen-
tration and reducing the aspect ratio are the most immediate
approaches to expand the spectral window for Si nanowire
LSPRs. Mie−Gans theory indicates that uniformly doped Si
nanowires with diameter and length of 70 and 135 nm,
respectively, will require doping concentrations exceeding 3 ×
1020 cm−3 to achieve LSPRs above 5000 cm−1. While this P
atom concentration is thermodynamically achievable at 750
°C,15 the kinetically limited nature of VLS growth from hydride
precursors10a,21 and/or the strain relaxation inherent at the
nanoscale22 may enable highly metastable doping concen-
trations at lower temperatures. Furthermore, VLS growth offers
sophisticated methods to control nanoscale structure and thus
properties. For example, compositional and/or doping
heterostructures are possible by modulating the delivery of
precursors.10a,c,d Careful control of nanowire growth chemistry
also provides new options for engineering morphology
(orientation, faceting, etc.).23

In conclusion, we assign angle- and shape-dependent
absorption modes, observed in the mid-IR for phosphorus-
doped Si nanowires synthesized via the VLS technique, to
longitudinal LSPRs. The extracted quality factors compare
favorably to those of Au nanorods in this spectral regime.
Analogous optical responses are also expected for any
semiconductor nanowire system (III−V, etc.) where structure
and doping can be similarly controlled. When combined with
Si’s extensive processing and device design knowledge base, our
findings open the door to a range of new opportunities for this
ubiquitous semiconductor.
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Figure 3. (a) SEM images of representative phosphorus-doped
nanowires with an average diameter of 67 nm and lengths from 135 to
1160 nm. (b) Normalized IR absorption spectra at θ = 58° for the
different length nanowires shown in (a). (c) Experimental absorption
peak position from (b) as a function of nanowire length (red circles)
plotted with a theoretical prediction of LSPR frequency (gray curves)
determined via Mie−Gans theory, assuming a Drude model for the
free carriers and the physical properties of bulk Si.
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